Faculty

Faculty and Adjunct Counts
The faculty and adjunct counts are of filled positions on record on the most recent November 1. Library faculty are included. The Medical School, NYU Abu Dhabi, and NYU Shanghai are excluded. All active primary positions are counted, which includes employees on leave or off the payroll on November 1. Because of those inclusions the numbers exceed the official headcount submitted to IPEDS.

Employees are classified by the school and PeopleSync Job Family of their primary position. Mouse-over reveals the number of faculty in each bar segment.

Sponsored Program Active Faculty
A faculty member is identified as sponsored program active in an academic year if, in that academic year or any of the three prior academic years, he or she was either the principal investigator on a grant proposal submission, or the principal investigator or a co-principal investigator on an active research project.

Faculty Demographics
The ethnic, sex and age distribution of tenure track faculty is displayed by faculty rank and school. As described above the total count is of all filled positions as of November 1. Mouseover reveals the number of faculty in each bar segment.

Ethnicity is displayed in IPEDS reporting categories. All faculty with nonresident visas are categorized as nonresident aliens regardless of their ethnic identification. All faculty who identify as Hispanic are reported in that category regardless of any other identification. Non-Hispanics who identify in two or more race categories are reported as "Two or more races."